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Based on a bestselling book of the same name, " The
Reluctant Fundamentalist" is an absorbing look at a
post 9/11 milieu. Away from the standard Hollywood
fare of instilling fear and chaos related to terrorists and
terrorism comes a movie that reveals the life beyond
the obvious plot lines.
An interview between an American journalist and a
Pakistani professor is where the book, and then the
film, certainly finds its feet. Discussions (apt with Syria
waiting for the world to respond) about terrorism and
the ’love for the homeland’ are tackled throughout and
feel totally believable. The story follows an unusual
antihero trapped in a developing international crisis.
Spanning from America to Pakistan and all the way
back again the film, directed by Mira Nair ("Monsoon
Wedding"), makes you hold your breath. And so, when
an American gets kidnapped  our main man is of
course implicated. The story told by young professor,
including his climb up up up on Wall Street and sexy
as ever love affair with an artist in Manhattan, the
truth about life and terrorism suddenly feels muddled
and perplexing.
Deliberation and truth make love, and so does this film all over the screen.

www.edgenewyork.com/entertainment/movies/reviews/dvd_reviews/148692/the_reluctant_fundamentalist

Popular Stories in Entertainment
Portraits by Bob Dylan on
Display in London
Aug 30

New pastel portraits by singer Bob Dylan were
shown for the first time at the National
Portrait Gallery in London on Saturday. The 12
new works in the "Bob Dylan Face Value" exhibition
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The special features on the disc include a section on the Making Of the film and the trailer. The film,
starring Riz Ahmed, Liev Schreiber, Kate Hudson and Kiefer Sutherland, opened at the 2013 Tribeca
Film Festival.

represent the latest portrait studies from the legendary
sin...

More Details On HBO’s ’Looking’

"The Reluctant Fundamentalist"
Bluray disc
$12.99
http://tribecafilm.com/filmguide/513a82abc07f5d471300001athereluctantfundamental

By Jason St. Amand | Sep 5

HBO’s new gaythemed dramedy "Looking"
will feature out British actor Russell Tovey,
who plays "an accomplished video game
wunderkind who has achieved financial and
critical success at a young age."

Talley’s Folly
By Jonathan Leaf | Mar 6

Lanford Wilson’s comedydrama starring
Danny Burstein and Sarah Paulson is winning,
making the grade at the Laura Pels Theatre.

Daniel Scheffler is a writer who spends his time in New York, Cape Town and India. Follow him on Twitter
@danielscheffler
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